Technology Alliance Program – Solution Brief

Forms InMotion Output Translator – Integration
Between FiM and Blue Prism’s RPA Solution
ABOUT

KeyMark’s Forms InMotion Output Translator
KeyMark is an intelligent automation provider that helps clients leverage
technology to boost productivity and reduce manual labor. The Forms InMotion
Output Translator in an asset that translates output from FiM for use in
downstream processes or applications.

CHALLENGE

SOLUTION

BENEFITS

In today’s connected world,
organizations need to
centralize all of their forms
with form automation
software, making them
accessible on any device at
any time, so that important
information stays moving and
isn’t missed. Then, forms
need to be connected to an
organization’s most
important data sources for
accessibility and accuracy.

KeyMark’s Forms InMotion
solution -- a smart and scalable
form automation software –
paired with Blue Prism RPA
helps you fast track your data
into your downstream processes
or applications.

• Form automation

USE CASE

• Centralized form entry
• Scalable
• Increased productivity
• Cloud based administration
• Mobile friendly
• Easy integration
• Secure data access

Example: Extend Employee Onboarding Automation
Employees – they’re the life-blood of your enterprise. Adding new members to your team can
be a time-consuming – and often frustrating – process for employees and administrators.
Each new hire means new paperwork. And lots of it. Forms InMotion streamlines the
onboarding process by allowing you to create form packages and bundle all relevant new hire
paperwork together.
However, what happens when this information needs to go into a system that is missing
newer technologies such as an API? Blue Prism can step in -- and with the Forms InMotion
Output Translator -- prepare this data to be automated into a downstream system and
thereby extend your automation of a once un-automatable process.

ENTERPRISE
BENEFITS

•

Manage all of your forms through
cloud-based administration

•

Enhance efficiency with Form-toForm Autofill

•

HOW IT
WORKS

Access data in real-time and
increase visibility into processes

•

Use your existing PDF or HTML files or
use Forms InMotion’s built-in forms
creator

•

Push data to your integrated line-ofbusiness systems

Simply create a form package in Forms InMotion, have the end user fill out the form, utilize
the output translator to collect the data, and then use Blue Prism to take this information for
ingestion into another application or process.

LEARN MORE: www.blueprism.com

SUMMARY

KeyMark’s Forms InMotion Output Translator has integrated Forms InMotion with Blue
Prism to bring an enhanced form automation experience to its customers. This asset
helps fast-track information into downstream processes and lends itself to an overall
faster and easier data process. It can:

• Extend form automations
• Easily output data to multiple systems
• Add additional workflow through Blue Prism
• Expand the security provided by Forms InMotion with Blue Prism

LEARN MORE

ABOUT BLUE PRISM
Blue Prism’s vision is “A Digital Workforce for Every Enterprise.” The company’s purpose is to
unleash the collaborative potential of humans so every enterprise can exceed business goals
and drive meaningful growth.
Available on-premises, in the cloud, hybrid, or as an integrated SaaS solution, Blue Prism’s
Digital Workforce automates end-to-end processes that drive digital transformation.
Visit www.blueprism.com to learn more or follow Blue Prism on Twitter @blue_prism and
on LinkedIn.

ABOUT KeyMark, Inc.
KeyMark, Inc. was founded in 1996 and is owned and operated by founding partner and CEO
Jim Wanner.
For more than two decades, KeyMark has been a leading intelligent automation provider
delivering capture (OCR), workflow (ECM), case management (DCM), and robotic process
automation (RPA) solutions.
KeyMark helps clients leverage technology, such as artificial intelligence and machine
learning, to maximize productivity and decrease manual labor in industries such as: financial
services; healthcare; insurance; manufacturing, distribution and logistics; and public sector.
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